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MUNICH: Treble-chasing Bayern Munich are relish-
ing their Champions League quarter-final against
Barcelona in Lisbon after Robert Lewandowski net-
ted twice to seal a 4-1 home win over Chelsea on Sat-
urday in the last 16, return-leg tie. “The anticipation
is enormous. Barcelona has a good team with very
good players, but if you look at the last few weeks,
we can fly to Portugal with a lot of confidence,” said
Bayern defender David Alaba.

Lewandowski, the Champions League’s top-
scorer, bagged his 12th and 13th goals in Europe this
season and played a part in all four Bayern goals in
Munich on Saturday. Leading 3-0 from the first leg
at Stamford Bridge in February, before the coron-
avirus pandemic halted the competition, Bayern pro-
gressed 7-1 on aggregate. “We can be pleased, it was
our first game for a month and it’s not easy to keep
the rhythm,” added Alaba. “We have prepared for this
for the last two weeks and you could see the result.”
The Bundesliga and German Cup champions will

meet Barcelona next Friday in Lisbon for a place in
the semi-finals.

Lewandowski netted a penalty with just 10 min-
utes gone at the Allianz Arena. Winger Ivan Perisic
then doubled Bayern’s lead before England striker
Tammy Abraham tapped home a loose ball to give
Chelsea brief hope. However, replacement midfielder
Corentin Tolisso put the result beyond doubt when
he fired home a Lewandowski pass with 14 minutes
to go. “I am really happy with how we played over the
90 minutes, the first 30 minutes we shut Chelsea out,”
said Bayern head coach Hansi Flick. This was a world-
class display from Lewandowski who added a late
header to his pair of assists.

He is now four goals short of Cristiano Ronaldo’s
record of 17 Champions League goals in 2013/14. “It’s
not a goal of mine,” said Lewandowski when asked
about Ronaldo’s record. “We have a few more games
in the knock-out round and I am just as happy creat-
ing goals as scoring them.” The Poland star was also

coy when asked about a rivalry with Barcelona star
Lionel Messi. “We have to perform well and show our
quality as a team against a good Barcelona side, it’s a
big game for everybody.”

Early penalty 
After a ruthless display in the first leg, Bayern

picked up where they left off six months ago. They
took the lead when Serge Gnabry, who scored twice
in London, spotted the run into the box of
Lewandowski, who was tripped by Chelsea goal-
keeper Willy Caballero. The Poland striker was ini-
tially flagged offside, but VAR ruled otherwise.
Caballero was booked and Lewandowski converted
the resulting penalty for his 12th goal in seven Cham-
pions League games. He turned provider on 24 min-
utes as Bayern kept up the pressure.  After Mateo
Kovacic lost possession near the halfway line, the ball
was worked to Lewandowski who squared for Perisic
to fire home.

Callum Hudson-Odoi, who was linked with a move
to Munich at the start of the season, beat Manuel Neuer
on 28 minutes only for the goal to be ruled out by VAR
for an offside. However, Chelsea pulled a goal back just
before half-time. Bayern goalkeeper Neuer could only
parry a shot by Hudson-Odoi and Abraham tapped
home the loose ball on 44 minutes to make it 2-1 at the
break. Mason Mount forced Neuer into a low save
early in the second half, while Bayern lost defender
Jerome Boateng to a leg injury with an hour gone. 

He was replaced by Niklas Suele as Perisic made
way for Brazil playmaker Philippe Coutinho. Flick also
changed both defensive midfielders, Thiago Alcantara
and Joshua Kimmich, for the final 20 minutes. It paid
off two-fold as moments later Tolisso, on for Alcan-
tara, made it 3-1 when he turned home
Lewandowski’s pass on 76 minutes. Alvaro Odriozola,
on for Kimmich, then supplied the silky cross on 84
minutes which Lewandowski headed home for his
53rd goal in 44 games this season.— AFP 

Bayern crush Chelsea, book last 8
MUNICH: Chelsea’s English striker Tammy Abraham (left) fights for the ball with Bayern Munich’s German midfielder Leon Goretzka during the UEFA Champions League, second-leg round of 16, football match FC Bayern Munich
v FC Chelsea in Munich Saturday. —AFP 

‘Enormous anticipation’ as Bayern plot Barcelona defeat in Champions League

BARCELONA: A fired-up Lionel Messi
led Barcelona to a 3-1 win at home to
Napoli on Saturday for a 4-2 aggre-
gate victory which took the club into
the Champions League quarter-finals
for the 13th consecutive season where
they face Bayern Munich. The Catalans
had a shaky start but took the lead in
the 10th minute with a powerful header
from a corner by Clement Lenglet be-
fore Messi scored a superb second in
the 23rd, seeing off four defenders to
curl the ball into the far bottom corner. 

Messi had the ball in the net again
soon after following a superb team
move but the goal was harshly ruled
out for handball by the Argentine fol-
lowing a VAR review, although Messi
later won a penalty which Luis Suarez
converted for Barca’s third. Napoli got
one back when Lorenzo Insigne con-
verted a spot kick at the end of the first
half and were the better side after the
interval but Barca survived to set up a

mouth-watering clash with Bayern in
the Final Eight tournament in Lisbon
next Friday. 

“We got the result we wanted. We’ve
spent two weeks preparing for the
game, knowing how difficult it would be
and so it proved as they made it tough
for us in certain moments,” said Suarez.
“We were taken by surprise at the start
but we scored first. If they had scored
it would have caused uncertainty but
we managed the game well.”

Messi had sounded the alarm after
Barcelona’s rusty performance in the 1-
1 draw in the last-16 first leg back in
February, saying they stood no chance
of winning Europe’s top prize, which
has eluded them since 2015, unless
they improved. He would have been
worried by Barca’s stuttering start
which saw Napoli swarm all over the
home side’s area and Dries Mertens
clip the crossbar in the second minute
with a scuffed shot.—Reuters

LAUSANNE: Gianni Infantino has in-
sisted that he had “nothing to hide” in a
letter to member federations of foot-
ball’s global governing body FIFA de-
spite Swiss prosecutors launching a
criminal probe against him. In the letter,
sent on Thursday and seen by AFP, FIFA
chief Infantino tells the body’s 211 mem-
bers that there were no “factual grounds
for the opening of a criminal investiga-
tion” which was announced last week.
The special prosecutor has been inves-
tigating suspected collusion between
Infantino and Swiss Attorney General
Michael Lauber, who resigned last
month over his handling of a corruption
investigation targeting FIFA.

Infantino and Lauber are said to have
held a series of secret meetings in 2016
and 2017, but the FIFA head said the

meetings was about restoring “public
trust in our institution” after a series of
scandals. He claims that those meetings
“were in no way secret and most cer-
tainly not illegal”. “I went to these meet-
ings with the most senior law officer in
the country in order to offer our full
support and assistance in connection
with the ongoing investigations, be-
cause FIFA has an interest and is a dam-
aged party in these investigations,”
Infantino wrote.

Speaking to AFP, Infantino’s lawyer
David Zollinger said that since the an-
nouncement of the investigation his
client has not received “any informa-
tion” from the prosecutor and “has not
been summoned” to any hearings. A for-
mer prosecutor himself, Zollinger was a
member of the supervisory authority of
the Swiss public prosecutor’s office -
which oversaw Lauber - between 2011
and 2016. Zollinger denies any conflict
of interest, saying that his last meetings
at the supervisory authority “took place
in June and July of 2016 and at that time
no one was aware of the meetings be-
tween Lauber and Infantino”.—AFP 

I have ‘nothing
to hide’, FIFA’s
Infantino claims 

Messi helps Barca sink 
Napoli to reach last 8 

BARCELONA: Napoli’s Spanish defender Fabian Ruiz
(left) fights for the ball with Barcelona’s Dutch mid-
fielder Frenkie De Jong (right) during the UEFA Cham-
pions League round of 16 second leg football match
between FC Barcelona and Napoli at the Camp Nou
stadium. — AFP 


